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American superheroes, manga cuteness and the Filipino child:
the emergence of glocal Philippine comics and picturebooks

Anna Katrina Gutierrez*

Quezon City, Philippines

(Received 4 February 2014; accepted 14 March 2014)

This article brings together conceptual blending and glocalisation to investigate the
dynamic interrelations between text and image and East and West in Philippine comics
and picture books. Comics, picturebooks and manga are some of the most concrete
examples of conceptual blending in literature, for all are multimodal media in which
images and texts communicate different information and interact to create a third story.
Furthermore, these genres increasingly borrow from one another’s grammar, resulting
in hybrid graphic narratives. In the Philippine texts examined in this article, new
images of identity emerge from two blending processes: the negotiation of text and
image, and the glocalisation of Western picturebooks and comic book techniques and
the Japanese manga style. This article explores how the blending of Eastern and
Western story scripts and aesthetics grounded on Philippine ideologies of subjectivity
produce glocal Philippine comics and graphic novels and represent a ‘glocal’ child-
hood that transcends cultural borders.

Keywords: conceptual blending; glocalisation; globalisation; subjectivity; Philippines;
comic books; picturebooks

Human imagination, Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner (2002) aver, arises from the
unique way we recognise vital connections between two seemingly discrete domains.
They coined the term ‘conceptual blending’ or ‘conceptual integration’ to describe this
automatic cognitive process through which we create a ‘third mental array’ or product
(Turner 2007, 41) based on ‘sharedness’, or the human ability to identify sameness while
taking into account the value of difference (Strauss and Quinn 1997). Comics, manga and
picture books are third stories that emerge from the combination of words and pictures,
and are textual manifestations of conceptual blending. The integrative structure of these
kinds of graphic narratives makes them susceptible to intertextuality, able to borrow from
the grammar of art, photography, film and other kinds of media (Gibson 2010). Moreover,
this shared foundation establishes the context for an East–West dynamic that makes
possible the blurring of boundaries between comics, picturebooks and Japanese manga.

The emergence of hybrid graphic narratives for children and young adults is indicative
of an expanded visual vocabulary and a more sophisticated visual culture. Globalisation
and its technologies, especially advancements in communications and social networking,
have accelerated the exchange of information between cultures, most of which are in the
form of images. The compression of time and space made possible by this global ‘network
society’ (Loriggio 2004) encourages the ‘“migration of images” … sometimes taking root,
sometimes infecting an entire population, sometimes moving forward like restless
nomads’ (Mitchell 2012, 126). From the infiltration and adaptation of migrant images
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to local landscapes arise new images that are meaningful to the network society. This
movement towards hybridity is an important phase of globalisation, for its promotion of
diversity in multiple directions dissolves the threat of homogeneity (Robertson 1997;
Iwabuchi 2002). Called ‘glocalisation’, it demonstrates the universality of conceptual
blending.

Comics, manga and picturebooks for young readers are natural sites for the interac-
tions of foreign and local images of identity. Images are intertwined with ideas of self or
the other (Mitchell 2012); hence their migration impacts upon the story scripts and
schemas of childhood on national and international levels. Scripts and schemas are
knowledge patterns through which we organise information and understand narratives
(Stephens 2011, 13). Children’s and young adult literature are directly involved with
identity constructs and with scripts that examine concepts of childhood and the develop-
ment of subjectivity. Thus, the introduction of ‘glocal’ images can challenge stereotypes
of gender, race and ethnicity, and has the power to transform preconceptions of nation,
what Anderson (2003, 6–7) calls ‘imagined communities’ perpetuated by the children’s
literature of a specific culture.

In further exploring the effects of the blurring of boundaries between comics, picture-
books and manga, and the glocal images that arise from these intersections, this article
focuses on identity images in a small number of texts from the Philippines. The
Philippines is one of the most westernized countries in Asia, owing to a long colonial
history that has cultivated a cautious yet eager appreciation of American and European
culture. Then towards the end of the twentieth century, the conceptualization of an
‘Asiatic imaginary’ led by Japan’s ‘soft power’ (Ching 2001, 297–298) revitalised the
country’s connections with the region.

The Philippine1 comics and picturebooks discussed in the following sections reflect
the hybridisation of images of identity and nation and the consequent impact on scripts of
childhood and subjective development. American comics and picture books have long
dominated the Philippine market, but the last few decades have seen the rise of Japanese
manga, the greater circulation of European comics, and an increased interest in picture-
books from across cultures. The introduction of an abundance of graphic styles, story-
telling techniques, cultural information and ideological positions gave Filipino writers and
illustrators new ways to show how the physical and symbolic changes to local landscape
caused by globalising influences impacts upon the development of subjectivity. In
employing the grammar of other media and borrowing images from other cultures,
these texts assert a need for the representation of glocal hybridity in conceptualisations
of Filipino childhood in the twenty-first century.

From the realm of comics, I have chosen Arnold Arre’s The Mythology Class (1999),
which spans four issues, Juan Paulo Ferrer and Chester Ocampo’s ‘Defiant: The Battle of
Mactan’ (2007) and Avid Liongoren’s ‘Why I Wake Up Late’ (2007). Waya and Lala
Gallardo’s ‘The Mad, Sad, Incredible but True Adventures of “Hika Girl”’ (2007) is a
hybrid graphic narrative that can cross over between genres. The samples that fall under
the picturebook category and yet use comics and manga techniques are Boom Bang Clang
(2012), written by Maloi Malibiran-Salumbides and illustrated by Robert Magnuson, and
Diego and Marie Presents a Secret Sense of Home (2006), also by Magnuson.

Blurred boundaries, inclusion, and statelessness

Glocalisation is most significant and creative when the blending of global signs and local
meanings illuminates the existence of difference within sameness, and as such enriches
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both domains. To appreciate fully the glocal strategies employed in the focused Philippine
texts for children, the contrasts and links between these graphic narrative genres need to
be explored, with particular emphasis on the role of manga in the blending process.

Gibson (2010, 103) states that research in picturebooks, comics and graphic novels is
centered in three main areas: the integrative design and form of each genre; the critical
approaches that can be applied to content that arises from the combination of words and
pictures; and the role of readers, typically imagined to be children, in the construction of
textual meaning. The intersecting point of these genres, based on all three areas of study,
is the meaningful interconnection of verbal and visual narratives. Gibson is quick to point
out that the emphasis varies according to discipline, especially since picture books are
seen as essential and artful literature whereas comics are often stigmatised as either
unsophisticated or inappropriate (104). These prevailing views affect the flexibility of
these genres (in terms of the potential of the form and the intended audience), yet, in fact,
recognition of these limitations highlights another common element: comics and picture-
books are deeply involved with power structures in society, with the legitimisation or
critique of the status quo, and the celebration or subversion of hegemonic ideologies
(McAllister, Sewell, and Gordon 2001; Stephens 1992). This common core pushes these
genres to break boundaries, experiment with form, and borrow from the grammar of other
media and from one another.

The above assumptions about comics can be applied to manga, as both genres are very
closely related. The grammar of each genre is reflexive of the culture that developed it, thus
comics and manga construct very distinct worlds and atmospheres. Yet, the basic structure
of these sequential art narratives (‘manga’ loosely translates as ‘comics’) is not the only
intersection point that facilitated boundary crossing and adaptation. The cultural shift
towards postmodernism, promoted by the expanding global network society, demanded
greater reader inclusion, which pushed comics to adopt and adapt the unique ways in which
manga generates an inclusive atmosphere. Among these are the use of iconic characters
whose faces and figures lead to reader identification; various emotive symbolism that serve
to express the character’s thoughts and feelings (such as sweat drops to indicate anxiety, a
throbbing ‘x’ pattern on the forehead to show anger, an electric current that flashes between
two characters to show rivalry); the transformation in form (from realistic, idealised to cute,
cartoony or ‘super-deformed’) that one character can undergo as a character focalisation
technique or as an identifying marker of genre (realistic for drama, super-deformed for
comedy); the frequent use of wordless panels that prompts the reader to assemble the scene;
the use of small real-world details and environmental details that trigger sensory memories
and connect to the reader’s daily experiences; the use of streaked backgrounds that create a
sense of motion; the use of ‘screen tones’ (available patterned sheets that are transferred
onto the page) that envisage the character’s inner state (e.g. a screen tone of the sun’s rays
means triumph whereas roses denotes romance); and the use of repeated scenes to indicate
silence and the passage of time (McCloud 2006, 216–217). The blending of the visual
grammar of manga with comics and picturebooks developed fresh ways for these Western
graphic narrative genres to break the panel, page and narrative script boundaries that served
as a buffer between reader and story.

The inclusiveness of manga is thus also understood in terms of an expansive reader-
ship, which was never limited to children and males and also caters to females and the
elderly. Manga outstrips Western comics and picturebooks in this regard, as well as in
terms of inclusive content, for the range of readers demands that it take on the unique
storytelling challenges of hundreds of genres including science fiction, fantasy, horror,
historical fiction, romance, school stories, business, sports, cooking and sexual comedy
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(McCloud 2006, 219). Moreover, many manga do not keep these genres separate but
blend several together, the best of which create an effect that visualises the boundary
breaking and space–time compression enhanced by globalisation.2 The flexibility of this
media, however, is not yet fully recognised by the western market. As with comics and
picturebooks, manga is regarded as a medium primarily for children, ranked even lower
than comics by those who value realistic images over emotive symbolism and story-telling
techniques.

The genre’s predisposition towards inclusiveness and blending has historical precedent
in the works of Osamu Tezuka, known as ‘the Father of manga and anime’. Tezuka made
no secret of the inspiration he drew from Disney cartoons, aspects of which he glocalised
in ways that transformed manga and anime (McCloud 2006, 153). He moved beyond
imitation and homage by blending visual and thematic elements of the Disney/US style of
animation and story-telling techniques with the distinctive manga features enumerated
above (Patten 2004; Yoshida 2004). That manga emerged from and continues to blend
concepts from Japanese, Western and other Asian domains makes it one of the most
successful glocal products ever produced. Its increasing influence on comics and picture-
books is evidence that it has become a global force in turn. Manga is simultaneously a
national, global and glocal product, and its images potentially operate on all three levels.
Japanese critics of manga and anime have described this borderlessness as mukokuseki,
which literally translates as ‘stateless or essentially without national identity’ (Napier
2005, 22; Iwabuchi 2002, 94).

The statelessness of the medium is the defining factor, for manga artists – not bound
by and yet grounded upon the rules of reality – can express a borderless creativity that has
transnational appeal. The ‘non-culturally specific’ anime and manga style creates char-
acters who appear to be neither Western nor Japanese yet can also be identified as from
either cultural background owing to the blending of Eastern and Western schemas
(resulting in indeterminate features), mythologies and story scripts, and thus are canvases
onto which readers can project their identities without any feelings of ambivalence
(Napier 2005, 24–27).

And yet, I argue that manga and anime are never without national identity.
Statelessness does not necessarily mean that the story is not grounded upon a definite
place, or that manga spaces lack ideas and symbols of nationality. Rather, the inherent
hybridity of manga that enables the infiltration of local space with global images reconfi-
gures identity images such that these become both national and transcultural, fragmented
and stable. In this sense, statelessness connotes the contradictory concurrence of displace-
ment and inclusion.

When picturebooks and comics borrow from the grammar of manga, the blended
product that emerges participates in, contributes to and perpetuates statelessness and
boundary crossing. To a certain extent, the narrative techniques of these genres reflect
the cultures from whence they came, thus their imbrication expresses an East–West
dynamic that can be used to reimagine constructions of identity. The multiple identities
that arise from statelessness, Napier (2005) contends, has the potential to set the audience
free from the burden of guilt experienced when crossing borders and cultures. In the
Philippines, the introduction of glocal comics and picturebooks makes possible the
inclusion of hybrid national identities in the imagined community. Instead of being
stigmatised as followers of colonial mentality, Filipino children who emerge from the
blend of the Philippine landscape with symbols from the West and from other Asian
countries experience a glocal childhood that can engage powerfully with both the local
imaginary and the global network society (Gutierrez 2009).
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Hybrid graphic narratives, blended childhood in Philippine comics and
picturebooks

In viewing twenty-first-century Filipino childhood as both postcolonial and glocal, critics
are able to take into account the spatio-temporal impact of imperialism, globalisation and
technological innovations on identity images in children’s texts. Asian modernity arose
from the threat of global hegemony and, under the lens of glocalisation, emerged from the
blend of western modernity and Asian culture. The steady growth in the popularity of
manga, anime and Japanese pop culture from the 1980s onwards opened the Philippines to
products from other Asian countries and provided a counterculture to Western, in parti-
cular American, hegemony. The increasing influence of Asian images caused the resur-
gence of Filipino images of identity and childhood, as the country took part in a ‘regional
imagined community’ based on shared ‘Asian’ values such as patriotism, perseverance,
filial piety and diligence (Yoshida 2004; Ching 2001).3 The blending of Eastern and
Western faces and the glocalization of manga and American comics created new kinds of
Filipino children and adolescents in Philippine graphic narratives for young readers,
which facilitated reader inclusiveness and reflected that the development of subjectivity
is multi-directional, towards the direction of home and outwards, towards global culture.

Arnold Arre’s The Mythology Class responded to the shift in young adult culture
towards glocal representation. The 1990s heralded a new wave of fantastic fiction and the
rise of the graphic novel, which provided for Arre the perfect conditions to reimagine
Philippine mythology in a modern setting. In four issues, Arre rewrote the Philippine
superhero comic book formula, for his work demonstrated that Western signs could
empower, rather than overpower, Philippine images. Before The Mythology Class, the
Philippine comic book genre was very much attached to the classic American comic-book
superhero script, such that, even when this was adapted to the Philippine setting, the
emergent text was more replication than re-creation. Hence, Lastik Man is a version of
Plastic Man; Kapteyn Barbell came from Captain Marvel; Flash Ter was modelled after
Flash Gordon (Lent 2001); and Darna is considered the Philippine Wonder Woman.
Unlike their American counterparts, the origin tales of these Filipino superheroes are
based on a Filipino metanarrative: the triumph of the underdog (Gutierrez 2009). This
metanarrative reflects the desire of a people to overcome persistent and pervading
hegemony, which encompasses the country’s colonial past up to her present-day negotia-
tions with more powerful cultures. In the comics mentioned above, the triumph of the
underdog blends easily with the triumph of good over evil, the latter a metanarrative that
is associated with American pop culture. The identity images that emerged from the
merging of local and hegemonic metanarratives in Flash Gordon, Lastik Man, Kapteyn
Barbell and Darna, however, reflect colonial mentality rather than deconstruct it, for these
images are only powerful because of the Americanised costumes they wear. Darna’s
strength is signified when she wears her red and gold bikini costume, essentially replacing
her conservative Filipina image with a Western form of female power.

By contrast, Arre took his cues from shows such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer, a
superhero script that reflected global shifts in female empowerment and emphasised
community, the latter of which is highly valued in Asian societies. In blending this
superhero script with Philippine myths and folklore, Arre revitalises local magic and at
the same time forms connecting links between global and local communities and modern
and traditional myths. The Mythology Class is mapped onto a familiar script: a group of
students from the University of the Philippines are chosen by the ancient gods to aid
mythic heroes in a quest to return all supernatural creatures, called enkantos, to the
universe they originated from. The students use modern methods and technology to
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approximate the folk magic that their ancestors had used to capture the creatures. Arre
blends myths with urban legends, campy humour with Filipino optimism, folk
Catholicism with Western magic, and romantic comedy tropes with fairy-tale romance.
The East–West dynamic is rich rather than flat, and transforms and revitalises Metro
Manila into a space of modern and urban fantasy, whereas Darna and the comics of its ilk
were a projection of the American Dream.

The influence of American superhero comics is strongly evident in the composition of
Arre’s work. The layout is conventional, each image framed and mostly spaced out
evenly. The visual narrative unfolds through action-to-action, subject-to-subject and
scene-to-scene panel transitions, and onomatopoeia is stylised in the same way as in
American comics. The story is very much driven by dialogue and by the narration of
Nicole, the main protagonist and the class expert on Philippine mythology.

The following ways in which Arre integrated Philippine images and meanings with
the American superhero comic book genre infused The Mythology Class with glocal
significance. First, he drew the Filipino face in many ways, which subtly points to and
challenges the stereotype that all Filipinos look alike, have black hair, brown skin and
round eyes. Nicole, with her almond-shaped eyes and flat nose, adheres the most closely
to the stereotype. Similarly, Kubin, with his broad shoulders, lean frame and long black
hair, cuts the figure of a typical legendary hero. The other characters, however, showcase
diversity: Angie looks Filipino-Chinese, Lisa may be half-Caucasian, and heroes from
Philippine epics Lam-Ang and Sulayman seem neither Filipino nor Western – they are
‘stateless’. Second, Arre makes use of alibata, an ancient Filipino writing system, to
dictate the speech of the enkantos. The revival of alibata and its integration with the
English and Filipino language and with modern technology links readers to the past and
connects old traditions to the present. Connectivity between modern means of commu-
nication and ‘dead’ languages unifies a Filipino subjectivity that is fragmented by colonial
and globalising influences. Third, the quotation of images from American popular culture
acknowledges the huge influence the West has had on the Philippine imagination. In one
instance, Rey and Misha, an unlikely couple, kiss one another while swinging across a
wide chasm, in homage to Luke and Leia from Star Wars: A New Hope (Arre 1999, issue
4, 36–17). Fourth, Arre uses urban legends as a basis for his updated mythology. The most
famous urban legends he calls on undermine the westernized urban landscape, such as the
‘white lady’ (ghost) who haunts Balete Drive in Quezon City (Arre 1999, issue 2, 53) and
the attribution of the success of a shopping mall to human sacrifices made to a giant snake
that dwells under a hidden trap door in the ladies fitting room (Arre 1999, issue 3, 22).
Urban legends are the intersecting point at which folklore and modern innovations blend
and serve as an entry point for the resurgence of local culture across a metropolis
transformed by Western innovations and characteristics. For example, he writes that the
pollution of the Pasig River is caused as much by mermen (siokoy) as it is by irresponsible
industries and illegal squatters; the Adarna Bird, a creature of legend whose faeces turn
people into stone, dwells in a gated community; and a demon baby (tiyanak) haunts the
maternity wing of the Philippine General Hospital. The blends in images glocalise the
nation through two modes of story and impress upon readers that global modernity is
indeed grounded upon local landscape.

The use of ‘modern methods for an age-old quest’ (Arre 1999, issue 2, 54) visually
and verbally expresses glocalisation. Arre masterfully employs the integrative structure of
comic books to bolster the blend of global and local signs and meanings. One of the most
powerful sequences is of a tikbalang (a Philippine centaur – the creature has a humanoid
body and the head of a horse) chasing a motorcycle down a highway (Figure 1). The
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Figure 1. The Mythology Class. The juxtaposition of legend with modernity. Reproduced courtesy
of Arnold Arre.
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monster’s body extends beyond the panel and is tightly framed, which makes him seem to
jump from one panel to the next. The tikbalang is drawn with more realism than the
students, and the juxtaposition with the global homogeneity of the highway gives the
legend substance. Guns have no effect on the monster, which forces the students to tame it
the way heroes of legend do – by riding upon its shoulders (Arre 1999, issue 2, 71–76).
That the tikbalang is ultimately overcome through ‘age-old’ means underscores the
importance of folklore narratives to the development of subjectivity.

Further into the story, the legendary warrior Kubin defends himself against a leather-
clad aswang (vampire) using arnis, the martial arts of the Philippines. In a surprise move,
the vampire pulls out a gun and shoots Kubin. The scene forms intertextual links with
images of Spanish conquistadors and American and Japanese colonisers in battle with
Filipino warriors and soldiers. Kubin signifies the nation defeated, consumed and influ-
enced by insatiable hegemony. Yet Kubin’s magical kris (a sacred sword of Javanese
origin, but in the Philippines a warrior’s sword associated with the Muslim regions)
resurrects him, which can be interpreted as the healing of a nation through a return to
mythology (Arre 1999, issue 4, 20). This theme is repeated when the students are
possessed by the spirits of ancient warriors. Arre splits the frame and draws the characters
in parts, with one half a boy from modern times and the other half a warrior. The stateless
faces of the warriors facilitate the blend of traditional and modern images of Philippine-
ness and also points to the universality of the warrior schema. The speech of each
character is written as a blend as well, half in English and half in alibata (Arre 1999,
issue 4, 30; Figure 2). The split page is a brilliant use of comic book grammar to represent
the fragmented yet stable postmodern identities. Through Arre’s complex glocal work,
readers experience each character’s identity become one with legend. The Mythology
Class was given the Philippine National Book Award for Graphic Literature in 2000, a
year after its publication. The award illuminates its relevance to Philippine literature and
culture.

As manga gained more prominence in the country, illustrators of both comics and
picturebooks for young readers appropriated the visual narrative style associated with
manga, in particular the stateless character faces, emotive symbolism and the rounded
cuteness of the character design. The First Philippine Graphic/Fiction Awards held in
2006 evidenced a strong movement towards glocal comics. The competition was strongly
supported by Neil Gaiman, and his presence on the judging panel suggests that the
winning works met international standards and that these Filipino images have the
power to travel through the global network and reconfigure cultural stereotypes.
‘Defiant: The Battle of Mactan’, ‘Why I Woke Up Late’ and ‘The Mad, Sad, Incredible
but True Adventures of “Hika Girl”’ are among the most notable entries that were
collected into an anthology entitled Expeditions Comics (Llamas et al. 2007). The
anthology’s title is indicative of the crossover, experimental and intertextual character-
istics of the works, and also points to the desire for Philippine texts to cross borders and
contribute to global culture and narratives.

‘Defiant: The Battle of Mactan’ chronicles the first Philippine resistance to Spanish
rule. Juan Paulo Ferrer and Chester Ocampo breathe new life into the battle between the
Spanish conquistadors and Mactan warriors and the death of Ferdinand Magellan at the
hands of Lapu-Lapu, the king of Mactan, through a combination of the narrative styles of
American superhero comics and manga. Ocampo draws the ancient Filipino warriors in a
manga style that favours realism, which gives them new faces and forms that are more
accessible to today’s young readers. Lapu-Lapu and his tribe still sport the flat noses,
brown skin and black hair of typical Filipinos, but the ‘manga-fication’ in physical
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Figure 2. The Mythology Class. Visualizing Filipino subjectivity as a blend of traditional and
modern images. Reproduced courtesy of Arnold Arre.
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appearance combined with a blend of action-to-action sequences typical of both manga
and American comics results in an impressive update of the tale. The historical signifi-
cance of the battle scene is captured brilliantly and the excitement is heightened through
the quick succession of close-ups and reverse-shots between Magellan and Lapu-Lapu,
and allows readers to focalise the battle through the eyes of both characters. The effect of
shifting visual perspectives gives a sense of crossing borders. The visual and verbal
narrative, however, is biased towards Lapu-Lapu, whereas Magellan is the stereotypical
imperialist who, from the viewpoint of the local metanarrative, deserves to be defeated. And
yet what the merging of the ‘triumph of the underdog’ metanarrative with the grammar of
Western comics and action films does is allow the blending of global images of defiance
and patriotism with an event that is specific to Philippine history. Hence, the blend of global
signs on local landscape gives ‘Defiant’ a voice that is both specific and universal.

‘Why I Wake Up Late’ narrates a young Filipino’s scrutiny of the classified ads for a
day job that would supplement a night job for which he does not get paid. Liongoren
dispenses with panels and visualises borderlessness by arranging the images in a collage.
The technique is not unknown in comics and manga and is also used in picturebooks. He
uses a co-dependent integration of words and pictures, such that the verbal text poses
questions that are answered in the bricolage of images. This style is unusual for comics
and is an adaptation of the integrative structure more common in picturebooks. Liongoren
blends realistic drawings with photographs and wallpaper prints, and below these the
inner monologue of the protagonist is printed in font that approximates ‘chicken scratch’
handwriting. The blending of images into one another is an effective way of visually
narrating focalisation, and the elimination of speech balloons draws readers into the
thoughts of the central figure. Each page shows the protagonist dressed in the uniform
of the job he is taking into consideration. Some occupations and establishments that the
protagonist considers draw on images that point to global hegemony: the signage and
uniform of Jollibee© (the country’s number one fast food chain; Liongoren 2007, 100;
Figure 3a), the logo of Starbucks© (103), and an office cubicle (98). He is superimposed
upon images of these workplaces, and with each job he scrutinises and eliminates he
reveals something about the way identity is formed by global images, place, and personal
history. Finally, he dresses up in the uniform he uses for his night job: a Batman-like
mask. Readers easily recognise the intertext and deduce that the nameless protagonist
wakes up late because of his ‘work’ as a vigilante/superhero (106; Figure 3b). The image
of the glocalised Batman carries more weight because of the other glocalised occupations
that led up to it, all of which reflect the transformation of young adulthood through the
migration and blending of images.

The top prize for the First Philippine Graphic/Fiction Awards was given to ‘The Mad,
Sad, Incredible but True Adventures of “Hika Girl”’, a grimly humorous graphic narrative
for children. Illustrator Lala Gallardo stated in an interview for Mango Jam (2007, 20), a
magazine for girls, that to bring forward the dark humour in the story written by her sister,
Waya, she drew inspiration from the works of Edward Gorey and Maurice Sendak.
Gallardo makes use of some of the emotive grammar of manga, and from the blend of
manga, comic and picturebook visual styles emerges a hybrid graphic narrative in the vein
of Raymond Briggs’s Fungus the Bogeyman (1977). The story of Hika Girl – a child who
does not have any friends because her asthma makes her too weak to play outdoors
and too angry and bratty to be likeable – unfolds in each page through a composition
of sequential art that references both comics and picturebooks (Figure 4a). The text
combines prose narration and character-revealing dialogue framed in speech balloons to
move the story forward. Hika is Filipino for ‘asthma’; hence Hika Girl’s defining
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characteristics are her asthma and a Filipino identity constructed through Western images
and scripts. Both visual and verbal narratives are grounded on the blend of Western
monster schemas and folktales and on a Hika Girl identified as Filipino. Her black hair,
round eyes and the clothing and slippers she wears give her a stateless quality that makes
her not quite, yet at the same time, a typical Filipino child, and so simultaneously
deconstructs and upholds stereotypes of physical appearance. The blended image enables
Filipino readers to identify with Philippine-ness as well as with a global and homogenised
image of childhood.

Hika Girl discovers that monsters live under her bed, and instead of fearing them she
forces them to be friends with her. Hika Girl’s departure from the ‘monster under the bed
terrorizes and eats child’ script is dark comedy, for the monsters show themselves to be
civilised and polite outside of the script and are upset at Hika Girl’s bratty behaviour. In
her loneliness and desire for friendship, she bullies the monsters to ‘capture’ her, take her
back to hell with them and forces them to eat her nail clippings and pieces of her hair as
an effort to buy their friendship and also to prove that she is tastier than her healthy and
vibrant sister (Gallardo and Gallardo 2007, 4–7). Yet once again her asthma foils her
attempts to make friends, for the medicine in her body proves deadly to the monsters
(‘Too … much …Robitussin …’ are the dying words of one monster [7]). The death of
the monsters awakens the Beast King of Hell, who threatens to eat Hika Girl’s sister as an
act of revenge (9). Hika Girl’s true nature emerges when she sacrifices herself for her
sister. In a reversal of the Little Red Riding Hood, she climbs into the mouth of the Beast
King and her Robitussin-infused body causes the creature to explode (10; Figure 4b). The

Figure 3. ‘The Mad, Sad, Incredible but True Adventures of “Hika Girl”’, Expeditions Comics.
Glocalization of hegemonic establishments (a) and the Dark Knight who thwarts them (b).
Reproduced courtesy of Fully Booked.
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reversal of the ‘Big Bad Wolf eats Little Red Riding Hood’ script from a global tale type
into a sacrificial act for the good of the family gives substance to Philippine values
(community over the individual) and the ‘triumph of the underdog’ metanarrative. The
image of the Beast King seems to reference Michael Foreman’s illustration of Grendel’s
Mother in Beowulf (Morpugo and Foreman 2007) linking it with a Western tradition of
danger and evil. Moreover, the gothic dress of the monsters that Hika Girl ‘befriends’ and
the reversal of scripts that arises in dark humour pays homage to Gorey’s style and also
emphasises the migration of Western subcultures to the Philippines. The Western gothic
imagery suggests that hell and the underworld is a global and homogenised space
imagined similarly across cultures. These global elements are grounded on the repeated
use of the word ‘hika’ (as both the name of the protagonist and onomatopoeia for the
wheezing breaths she takes) establishing the local landscape with every utterance. The
juxtaposition of Western gothic imagery and story scripts with Filipino identity markers
makes ‘Hika Girl’ both stateless and specific. It is an excellent and well-written repre-
sentation of the glocalisation of childhood in the Philippines, and the hybrid character-
istics of the work in terms of genre (comics and picturebook) and story have the potential
to represent glocal childhood for other cultures and countries.

Boom Bang Clang and Diego and Marie’s Secret Sense of Home are attempts to blend
the grammar of comics, manga and picturebook narrative styles within a picturebooks
format, with varying levels of success. These picturebooks cater to younger children, and
as such may be among the first hybrid graphic narratives encountered by the reader. Diego
and Marie Presents a Secret Sense of Home, written and illustrated by Robert Magnuson,

Figure 4. The Mad, Sad, Incredible but True Adventures of ‘Hika Girl’, Expeditions Comics. The
blend of (a) comic, manga and picturebook visual storytelling echoes the blend of (b) Western story
scripts and images with local values. Reproduced courtesy of Fully Booked.
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features a cat named Marie and a goat named Diego drawn in a ‘super-deformed’ and cute
manga style. Marie challenges Diego to guess the place that she is thinking of with only a
few sensory clues; thus begins a guessing game in which Diego takes Marie (and the
readers) to different places in the city. The story is narrated in rhyming dialogue written in
speech balloons, the cuteness of the characters is matched by emotive symbolism (e.g.
dust clouds trail behind Diego and Marie as they rush from one place to another; an
exclamation point floats beside Diego’s head when he guesses the answer) and onoma-
topoeia is visualised to enhance auditive effects. The use of these comic book and manga
techniques teaches very young readers to determine who speaks and who sees, as well as
moves the action forward at a pleasant and fun pace. As with ‘Hika Girl’, the manga style
gives Diego and Marie a stateless appearance supported by the uniformity of the places
they visit – a restaurant, a barbershop and a church – with global images of those spaces
(as in ‘Why I Wake Up Late’). In the end, Marie reveals that the place she has in mind is
the arms of her mother, which she calls ‘home’. It is as they near this domain that the
ambiguity of the setting is grounded on Philippine signs of place, but only in the visual
narrative. Diego takes Marie to an ice cream cart that sells ‘Ice Cream Pinoy’ (‘Pinoy’ is
slang for ‘Filipino’) and when they find Marie’s mother, the characters are superimposed
on a map of Quezon City, the biggest city in Metro Manila. As with ‘Hika Girl’, the blend
of cultural specificity and cultural neutrality in the visual discourse imagines a glocal
space. The non-specificity of the verbal strand, however, emphasises the global in glocal,
and, while it serves to create a greater sense of inclusion in global culture, the lack of
distinction depletes the power of the blend. The glocal childhood it promotes is one that
feels ‘mass produced’ rather than substantive.

Boom Bang Clang, also illustrated by Robert Magnuson and written by Maloi
Malibiran-Salumbides, is more successful. As with Diego and Marie, the integration of
comic-book and manga techniques, in particular onomatopoeia, speech balloons and
emotive symbolism (such as ‘steaming’ ears and exploding speech balloons to signify
anger), into the grammar of picture books enhances reader inclusiveness and quickens the
pace of the story. The story is set in Barrio Musiko, a village populated by anthropomor-
phised musical instruments. Barrio Musiko is a multicultural and glocal space. Both
glocalisation and multiculturalism emerge from connections between similar elements
across conceptual domains, yet the former differs from the latter in that the blending
process brings out the heterogenising aspects of globalisation whereas multiculturalism
tends to subsume difference within sameness. Barrio Musiko means Music Village in both
Filipino and Spanish, and indeed it is difficult to be certain if it is located in Mexico,
Spain, the Philippines or the American Wild West. The architecture of most of the
buildings and the black window grills that decorate a few of these is indicative of the
migration of Spanish images and design (opening 6). The tavern is marked as American
by the swinging doors made iconic by American Westerns, and yet it is named ‘Pinoy
Western Fusion’, which aptly describes the emergence of Barrio Musiko from the migra-
tion and localisation of images from across cultures (opening 14; Figure 5).

‘Boom Bang Clang’ is the onomatopoeic rendering of the sounds made by the Drum
family and the Cymbal family. The words serve a double meaning, for as a title it is
metaphoric of, on one level, the disagreements between peers, and, on a deeper level, the
clashing of cultures in a multicultural and glocal space. The story starts when the Cymbal
family is startled by the booming laughter of their neighbours, the Drum family. Mang
Popoy, the head of the Cymbal family, retaliates with loud clanging noises, which angers
Mang Tinoy, the head of the Drum family. In a quotation of a cowboy shootout, Mang
Tinoy and Mang Popoy face off, but the booms, bangs and clangs that surround them are
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auditive effects for the discordant noises of instruments rather than gunshots (opening 8).
The national construction of these images adds a racial layer to their antagonism and also
highlights the blended landscape. The Drum family wear cowboy hats, boots and vests,
and are probably American cowboys or Mexican caballeros. The Cymbal family don the
camisa de chino (a work shirt), the traditional outfit of Filipino workers during the
Spanish era. Their cymbal-shaped faces blend with the salakot (a wide-brimmed hat).
The combination of the camisa de chino with the red trousers and scarf that Pipoy, the
child of the Cymbals, wears specifically alludes to the revolutionaries of that period. Yet
the kind of revolution that Pipoy joins is one that leads to friendship. He and Tumtum, the
son of the Drums, harmonise their booms, bangs and clangs. Their entwined voices
occupy the same speech balloon and are surrounded by musical notes, which visually
and verbally symbolise the fusion of cultures underscored by the signage of the tavern that
they walk past (opening 13–14). Their song moves their fathers to make peace and make

Figure 5. Boom Bang Clang. Fusion of East and West. Reproduced courtesy of Malou Malibiran-
Salumbides, Robert Magnuson and Hiyas, an imprint of OMF Literature, Inc.
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music with one another. The harmonisation of Tumtum and Pipoy grounds the blended
landscape on an ideology that values integration, which in turn is supported by the
hybridity of the graphic narrative. Their song demonstrates the harmonious blending of
East, West, global and local in the form of glocal children whose voices can be heard
across conceptual and cultural domains.

Conclusion

The crossover between comics, manga and picturebooks signifies that globalisation and
postmodernity demand texts that showcase the blended identities that emerge from an
East–West dynamic. This cultural interaction includes exchanges between the narrative
techniques of Japanese manga and Western comics and picturebooks, and the impact of
this interrelation on stereotypes, schemas and story scripts.

In some cases, the purposeful integration of global signs and local meanings is
analogous to the blending of comics, manga and picturebooks. The conceptual blending
of global and local images of identity is necessary for the cultural construction of child-
hood to develop subjectivity and agency in international and national spheres. In the
Philippine context, the emergence of the glocal Filipino child transforms the nation’s
relationship with global hegemony. It creates an alternative to colonial mentality: a glocal
mentality with the agency to dialogue with and enrich all cultural domains, and that
comprehends the power and possibility contained within an identity that is both fragmen-
ted and stable.

Notes
1. In the English language, the country is spelled ‘Philippines’ and the people are called

‘Filipinos’. The variation in /Ph/ and /F/ is a consequence of having been colonised by both
Spain and the USA. The country was named ‘Filipinas’ to honour King Felipe II, but when
ownership of the colony was transferred to the Americans after the Spanish-American War, it
was renamed ‘Philippines’. ‘Filipino’ refers to citizenship as well as to the national language,
which is composed of the Tagalog dialect, Spanish words and a few English words. In the
Filipino language, the country is called ‘Pilipinas’ and the people ‘Pilipino/a’.

2. For example, Trigun (Nightow 1996–2008) is a Space Western, and Inuyasha (Takahashi 1996–
2008) is a time-slip fantasy that blends the school story and Japanese folklore, and is set in
feudal Japan.

3. In response to criticism that the cultural dominance of Japan in the region was a ‘generic form
of cultural imperialism’, Ching (1996, 182) asserts that such statements ‘ignore the possibility
of multiple readings of these cultural texts by the people and underestimate their abilities to
negotiate and construct meanings within their own particular cultural contexts’.
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